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Message from the President
As I near the end of my term as President, let me begin by
thanking the Board of Directors for their efforts and insights
over the past year. I would also like to recognize and thank
Rhonda Hakundy‐Jones for her service as Executive Director
during her term with PCPG, and wish her well in her future
endeavors.
Although 2009 was a challenging time for us all
economically, I am proud to report that PCPG is receiving a
much greater level of support and participation from many new members, and their
energy is contagious. As we put the finishing touches on our 2010/2011 Strategic
Plan, this energy will serve us well in its implementation, and the continued growth of
our organization.
In 2009, we experienced the “green” revolution, completion of a State Water Plan, and
the explosive expansion of natural gas exploration and development in the Marcellus
Shale region. In 2010, these markets alone will emphasize the importance of
geologists and environmental scientists, as we seek to balance the beneficial use of
our natural resources with the protection of our environment.
What else can we expect in 2010? New regulations for UECA? Changes to Act 2?
Greater emphasis on hydrogeologic studies for stormwater infiltration? Geo‐hazards
legislation? CEUs for Professional Geologists? Many of these will certainly come to
fruition. And PCPG will stand ready as advocates and educators.
As I pass the torch to Jim LaRegina, the new President of PCPG, I wish you all a happy
holiday season, and a healthy and prosperous 2010.
David B. Farrington, P.G.
President
Pennsylvania Council of Professional Geologists – Vision Statement
The premier organization for the advancement of the ethical
and professional practice of geology and allied sciences.

Governmental Affairs Committee Tracks Key Legislation
- Donald R. Wagner, P.G. (Governmental Affairs Committee Chairperson)
This fall, the Governmental Affairs Committee (“GAC”) has been keeping tabs on a number of regulatory
issues affecting our members and the practice of geology in Pennsylvania. Of particular relevance are the
DEP’s proposed Uniform Environmental Covenants Act (“UECA”) regulations and proposed revisions to 25 Pa
Code Chapter 250 (the regulations implementing Pennsylvania’s Land Recycling and Environmental
Remediation Standards Act, more popularly known as “Act 2”).
ACT 2 CHANGES
At the September 1, 2009 Cleanup Standards Scientific Advisory Board (“CSSAB”) meeting, the DEP presented
proposed amendments to the Act 2 implementing regulations, including revisions to the Medium Specific
Concentration (“MSC”) tables. The revisions to the MSC tables are predominantly driven by a change in the
U.S. EPA’s Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund (“RAGS”). One very important concern however, is the
DEP’s proposed treatment of methyl tert butyl ether (“MTBE”). At the September 1, 2009 CSSAB meeting,
the DEP‐proposed groundwater MSCs for MTBE were 190 µg/L (residential) and 960 µg/L (non‐residential).
These MSCs were calculated based on human health risk using the equations set forth in Act 2, without
regard to aesthetic considerations such as taste or odor thresholds.
The proposed changes to the MTBE MSCs generated vigorous debate within the DEP. In response, the DEP
held a special CSSAB conference call on November 19, 2009 to discuss their decision to keep the MTBE MSC
at 20 µg/L for both residential and non‐residential used aquifers. The current MTBE MSC is based on
conservative factors because, at the time of its initial inclusion on the MSC tables, the DEP and CSSAB
believed there were insufficient toxicological data available to generate a risk‐based number as specified by
Act 2 and its implementing regulations. The DEP’s proposal to keep the MTBE MSC at 20 µg/L is based solely
on the EPA’s odor threshold. By doing so, the DEP is disregarding the specific intent embodied in Act 2 to
calculate risk‐based cleanup standards protective of human health and the environment based on sound
science. Under Act 2, the hierarchy for establishing an MSC is as follows: (i) use the EPA Maximum
Contaminant Level (“MCL”) if one exists; (ii) in the absence of an MCL, use the EPA’s lifetime Health Advisory
Level (“HAL”), if one exists; (iii) in the absence of an MCL or lifetime HAL, calculate the MSC using the risk‐
based equations set forth in the regulations. Since MTBE does not have an MSC or HAL, calculations using
risk‐based equations indicate MTBE MSCs of 190 µg/L (residential) and 960 µg/L (non‐residential) as
originally proposed by the DEP in September 2009.
The CSSAB unanimously opposed the arbitrary treatment of MTBE by the DEP, noting that many other
regulated substances have taste and odor thresholds well below the current MSCs. Despite the CSSAB’s
objection, the GAC understands that the DEP intends to keep the MTBE MSC at 20 µg/L when it submits the
regulatory package to the Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”). The GAC supports the CSSAB’s position and
will closely track this regulatory change as it heads to the EQB and public comment period. We urge our
membership to follow this issue and voice opposition to the DEP’s proposed use of aesthetic considerations
to establish an MSC, since aesthetic considerations are not health‐based criteria as required by Act 2.
PROPOSED UECA REGULATIONS
At the September 1, 2009 CSSAB meeting, the DEP also provided draft UECA regulations for the Board’s
consideration. With respect to the proposed regulations, the CSSAB members proposed several changes to
(continued on Page 4)
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Matt Sullivan and Troy Conrad discussing the UECA Program.

News from the State Registration Board
-- Theodore Tesler, P.G.
The State Registration Board for Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors and Geologists took action at its
meeting on November 18, 2009 to confront a lack of information regarding the status of Continuing
Education (CE) requirements for the Commonwealth’s Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors and
Geologists. Under best‐case conditions, it is estimated that the development of CE regulations will be
complete in mid‐2010 and that it will take approximately a full year for governmental review and approval.
By voice vote, the Board unanimously approved a definitive statement that no CE hours will be required of
our licensees until the beginning of the 2011 renewal cycle. CE hours will be required beginning in October
2011 with the first CE certification required with the 2013 renewal application. The 2013 renewal
application will require that licensees certify that they have completed the required CE during the 2011
through 2013 licensing period.
Also, in case you missed the Board’s Summer 2009 Newsletter, the Bureau of Professional and Occupational
Affairs (BPOA) newsletters are no longer being printed and sent by U.S. Postal Service mailing. The new
paperless approach will speed information delivery and reduce costs and resource consumption. The
newsletters are currently posted and archived on the BPOA website (www.dos.state.pa.us/bpoa). The
Deputy Commissioner reported that the Commonwealth is planning to develop an e‐mail list to distribute
future newsletters to licensees directly from e‐mail addresses provided during the last license renewal. It
should also be possible to subscribe to the newsletter e‐mail from the BPOA website.
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Governmental Affairs Committee Report
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2)
improve clarity and implementation. One issue that several CSSAB members raised was the timing on
submittals of draft environmental covenants (“ECs”). For site‐specific cleanups, the proposed DEP regulations
would require submittal of a draft EC at the Cleanup Plan or Remedial Action Plan (“RAP”) stage. Several
CSSAB members expressed concern with this timetable noting that (i) the ultimate requirements for the EC
will not be known until the remediation is completed, i.e., at the Final Report or Remedial Action Completion
Report (“RACR”) stage; (ii) the DEP case manager will not have the information required to properly evaluate
the draft EC until the Final Report or RACR is prepared; (iii) often, conditions change between the RAP/
Cleanup Plan stage and the Final Report or RACR submittal; and (iv) negotiating and drafting an EC takes time
and money, and requiring it at the Cleanup Plan/RAP stage will result in duplicative work because it will likely
need to be revised based on the remedial outcome.
Given that the Cleanup Plan/RACR is a conceptual approach to remediation, the GAC believes it would make
much more sense to require that the remediator, in his/her report, identify whether they intend to rely on any
activity and/or use limitations to achieve the selected remediation standard, and if so, to identify the
properties that will require a covenant and to clearly indicate what activity and limitations the remediator is
proposing to achieve the selected standard. It would also be appropriate to advise the DEP at this stage
whether it will be requesting a waiver of the requirement for an EC and the basis for the waiver request. In so
doing, the remediator is providing the DEP with the conceptual approach to the remediation, without wasting
time drafting, negotiating and reviewing an EC that will most likely need to be revisited when the remediation
is completed.
At PCPG’s December meeting, Troy Conrad was present to discuss the EC timing issue and, thanks to the
feedback from PCPG members in attendance, it appears that the DEP may reconsider the timing of draft EC
submittals. The GAC would like to thank all PCPG members in attendance, for voicing their opinions and
concerns regarding this regulation. We are hopeful that the draft regulations will be revised to promote
efficiency while maintaining environmental integrity.
The GAC continues to track statutory and regulatory issues affecting the practice of geology and allied
sciences. Unfortunately, there isn’t enough room here to discuss all of the good work the GAC is undertaking.
Information on PCPG’s involvement with the proposed amendments to 25 PA Code Ch. 102 can be found on
page 8 of this newsletter, and additional legislative and regulatory information can be found on the
“Members” side of the PCPG website. We encourage all of our PCPG members to become active in the
organization and help us to make a positive contribution to the geologic profession.

DON’T FORGET!
Pennsylvania Ground Water Association
2010 Winter Conference
January 28‐29, 2010
Grantville, PA
Event details at: www.pgwa.org
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
January 27, 2010
1st Quarter
PCPG Board Meeting
(Business Meeting
& Strategic Planning)
Reading, PA

January 28 & 29, 2010
PGWA Winter Conference
Grantville, PA

www.pgwa.org
February 11 ‐ 12, 2010
ASBOG Exam Prep and
Practicing Geologist
Review Course
Pittsburgh, PA

February 23, 2010
Structural Geology &
Hydro‐Structural Geology
Theory & Application for the
Practicing Professional
Malvern, PA

March 16, 2010
USTIF 101: A Tank Owner’s
Guide to the USTIF Program
Pittsburgh, PA

March 23, 2010
USTIF 101: A Tank Owner’s
Guide to the USTIF Program
Malvern, PA
(Repeat of Pittsburgh session)

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Don’t forget to check the
“Continuing Education” link
on PCPG’s home page
frequently for up to date
information on upcoming
educational opportunities.
www.pcpg.org

Annual Meeting Highlights (Act 2 & Elections)
-Jim LaRegina, P.G.
Nearly 50 members were in attendance at this year’s annual meeting held
December 3rd in Middletown, PA. Those members in attendance had the
opportunity to hear from and meet Troy Conrad and Jim Shaw, the top
decision makers in PA’s Land Recycling Program. We learned about
proposed changes to the Chapter 250 rulemaking and how those changes
will affect our clients and their projects. Of keen interest was the fact that
proposed changes will lower (make more stringent) 163 organic MSCs and 7
inorganic MSCs. In addition, we learned that while the MTBE groundwater
MSC was initially proposed to increase, using the risk‐based calculations in
the regulations, DEP opted to continue use of the current aesthetic‐based
standard in the proposed changes. This prompted some lively discussion.
Additional details of the Chapter 250 changes and MTBE standard can be
found in the Government Affairs Committee report on Page 2. The changes
will not take effect for at least a year, but members learned how they will
be applied in the interim period. DEP also received meaningful comments
from members after a presentation on the proposed UECA rulemaking,
environmental covenant development, submittal procedures and proposed
fee. What made the session more valuable was the attend‐
ance of USTIF and DEP Storage Tank Program folks who
provided their perspective on how the proposed Chapter
250 changes and environmental covenant regulations will
impact UST remediations and reimbursements. Our thanks
to USTIF’s Jim Miceli and Steve Harman and DEP’s Craig
Olewiler.
PCPG’s annual meeting is also an opportunity for members
to have a say in the direction of the organization through
Board of Director elections. In the past, voting was limited
to those in attendance at the annual meeting. However,
2009 was the third year where the election was open to all
eligible members, including those who could not attend the
meeting. Electronic ballots and paper ballots for those in
attendance were counted and five new Board members
were elected to serve a three year term ending December
31, 2012. The new Directors (pictured at right) are: Dan
Billman, PG; Valerie Holliday, PG; Roger Moose, PG; Larry
Roach, PG and Jim Young, PG. Our thanks to outgoing
directors Dave Farrington, PG (who will begin 2010 as Past
President) Rich Hazenstab, PG, Jim LaRegina, PG (2010
President); Jeff Leberfinger, PG (2010 President‐elect) and
Walt Leis, PG.
We would also like to extend our thanks to Jay Parrish and
the Topographic and Geologic Survey for the use of their
facilities.
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PCPG Educational Offerings
- Jennifer O’Reilly, P.G. (Education Committee Chairperson)
The PCPG Education Committee has been very active wrapping up the 2009 course schedule and planning
another great lineup for 2010. Our goals are to provide in‐depth training through the expansion of
technical subjects from our PG Review course (such as the Hydrogeology Refresher offered in November
2009) and to start a new program known as the “Act 2 Toolkit.” The latter is designed to go beyond the
regulations by providing hands‐on instruction of technical concepts through application and real‐world
examples. The first of these courses will be offered in early 2010 and will focus on fate & transport
modeling. Participants will be asked to bring a laptop and will have the opportunity to work with multiple
fate & transport tools, such as Quick Domenico, SWLOAD, PENTOX, and Johnson & Ettinger. These
programs are all commonly used in the course of PADEP Act 2 and Storage Tank investigations. We will
additionally offer two technical courses in the first quarter of 2010, including the PG Review course
(February 11‐12) and a Structural Geology & Hydro‐Structural Geology course (February 23).
PCPG is also pleased to present a pair of seminars entitled “USTIF 101: A Tank Owner’s Guide to the USTIF
Program,” one offered in eastern Pennsylvania and the other in western Pennsylvania. Intended for the
tank owner, these seminars will provide a detailed overview of USTIF, including eligibility criteria, how to
report a claim, the competitive bidding process, site characterization work plans, the tank
owner/operator’s right to select remedial cleanup standards, claim dispute resolution, environmental
covenants, and proposed PADEP regulatory changes. A seminar overview and registration form is being
distributed in USTIF’s December mailing to all 13,000 tank owners/operators across the state. These
seminars are scheduled for March 16 (Pittsburgh, PA) and March 23 (Malvern, PA). Enrollment will also
be open to non‐tank owners, but space is limited, so PCPG members will have first consideration for the
available slots. Look for more information to be posted soon on the PCPG website!
(Continued on Page 12)
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News of the Pennsylvania Geological Survey
- John Harper, P.G., Pennsylvania Topographic and Geologic Survey
Carbon Sequestration –Tetra Tech, under contract to DCNR and working closely with
Survey geologists, compiled a comprehensive assessment of the risk of carbon
sequestration in Pennsylvania and transmitted it to the Governor and State legislature on November 2 as
required by Act 129. The study included: 1) evaluations of the principal target formations and confining
units identified in the first required report DCNR submitted in May 2009, as well as additional potential
targets not specifically identified in the May report; 2) an assessment of the legal liabilities in
sequestration, including an assessment of pore‐space ownership; 3) a safety and risk assessment; and 4)
an assessment of insurance and financial models. The report concludes that, although there are many
potential concerns that still have to be addressed, a carbon capture and sequestration network can be
achieved successfully and safely in Pennsylvania. The report will be posted in the near future on the
DCNR website. Contact Kristin Carter for further information.
State Park Lake Bathymetric Studies – The Survey is cooperating with DCNR’s Bureau of State Parks in
doing bathymetric surveys of state park lakes. In 2009, data were collected for the lakes at Shawnee
State Park in Bedford County, Sinnemahoning State Park in Cameron County, and Colonel Denning State
Park in Cumberland County. Many state park lakes have been changing as a result of biotic changes and
climatic shifts, resulting in the need to understand ecological changes related to water depth or changing
lake depths due to increased siltation. Bathymetric maps also help anglers and boaters find water depths
for better fishing and safer sailing. Contact Rose‐Anna Behr for more information.
Dillsburg Seismic Studies – As a result of more than 700 earthquakes that occurred in Dillsburg, York
Tech Times
Issue
00 Month
Year
County
between
October
2008
and July 2009, including 23 larger shocks with magnitudes ranging from
0.8 to 2.9, the Lamont‐Doherty Geological Observatory installed a series of portable seismographs in the
area. The epicenters of 49 microearthquakes were distributed along a 1‐mile‐long line trending NW‐SE
along Old York Road, and the hypocenters were found to be less than 0.6 miles deep, averaging about
1,600 feet. Although no one reported significant damage from these earthquakes, they caused booming
sounds and noticeable shaking in the area despite their small magnitudes. The Survey’s Open‐File Report
OFMI 09‐01.0 presents the data and interpretations concerning this study. This report can be found at
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/topogeo/openfile/dillsburg.aspx. In addition, the Survey helped to place and
monitor a second array of portable seismographs in May 2009. Investigators hope the data from this
array will improve our understanding of the earthquake swarm and its relationship to local geology.
Geologists from the Survey are assisting in this work by geologists Charles Scharnberger and Jeri Jones
and seismologists from Pennsylvania State University. Contact Helen Delano for more information.
Serpentine Barrens – As part of DCNR’s interest in analyzing and protecting Pennsylvania’s biodiversity,
the Survey is collecting detailed data on serpentinite occurrences (generally called serpentine barrens) in
southeastern Pennsylvania. Serpentine barrens have unique ecosystems because serpentinite bedrock
produces soils that are very low in calcium, high in magnesium, and have relatively high concentrations of
toxic elements such as chromium and iron. As a result, these barrens provide a habitat only for a few
near‐endemic plant species that are tolerant of such extreme conditions. Serpentine barrens typically
consist of grasslands in areas where one would normally expect forests. The relationships among soils,
plant ecology, and the evolution of plants capable of living with high concentrations of metals are not
well understood. In terms of geological economics, serpentinite has been used in the past as dimension
stone, and has been found to play host to chromite and other important minerals. Contact Steve Shank
for more information.
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PCPG Provides Comments to DEP on Proposed Stormwater
Regulation Amendments
- Louis F. Vittorio, P.G.
Proposed amendments to 25 Pa. Code Chapter 102 – Erosion and Sediment Control and Stormwater
Management – were promulgated by the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) on August 29, 2009. The
proposed regulations can be found at: www.pabulletin.com/secure/data/vol39/39‐35/1610.html. The
proposed changes incorporate a number of amendments to Chapter 102 and include Federal Clean Water
Act “Phase II” NPDES permit requirements. The primary changes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

enhanced requirements related to agriculture,
the addition of definitions and clarifications,
Chapter 93 anti‐degradation implementation requirements,
codification of Post‐Construction Stormwater Management (PCSM) requirements,
inclusion of a Permit‐by‐Rule (PBR) option, and
requirements for riparian buffers in exceptional value watersheds and when using the PBR option.

Over the past several years PCPG has been invited to interact with DEP and provide input and comment
on various aspects of these regulations. PCPG committee members have also been working with DEP
senior staff, proposing technical revisions to the Best Management Practices (BMP) manual. PCPG’s
overall comments (formally submitted to the EQB on November 30, 2009) relate to the need for
completing a proper site characterization when designing stormwater infiltration systems. This has been
a PCPG focus during internal committee meetings and in several meetings with DEP.
Most recently, the need for appropriate hydrogeologic subsurface characterization has been separately
brought to light in the EHB adjudication on the Crum Creek Neighbors appeal, which can be viewed at:
ehb.courtapps.com/democorpus/converted/50306392007287.pdf
PCPG members are already seeing an increased number of legal cases requiring PG expert analysis
relating to stormwater designs that did not incorporate proper soil, geology and groundwater
evaluations. We believe this concern can be corrected up‐front in the design process by incorporating a
sound hydrogeological investigation.
There are numerous changes to the regulation that will affect a wide variety of industries. For instance,
the new riparian buffer requirements may significantly affect project acreage requirements and will
require additional pre‐project feasibility analysis. The exact way that these new requirements will affect
the expansion of existing projects is uncertain. However, we foresee that additional input by licensed
professionals (including PGs), will be required. Specifically related to PCSM requirements, the proposed
amendments state, “A licensed professional or a designee shall be present onsite and be responsible
during critical stages of implementation of the approved PCSM Plan including underground treatment or
storage BMPs, structurally engineered BMPs, or other BMPs as deemed appropriate by the Department.”
Additionally, the licensed professional will be required to certify “Record Drawings”. As professionals,
our members will have their work cut out for them, as the adoption of these regulations will bring both
increased business opportunities and increased liability.
PCPG encourages our members to read the proposed regulations in their entirety. If you would like a
copy of the comments submitted to the EQB by PCPG on behalf of our members, they will soon be posted
on the “Members” side of the website. In the interim, please send your request to me at
lvittorio@earthres.com.
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CALL FOR ABSTRACTS – Pennsylvania Water Symposium
In celebration of National Drinking Water Week, the Pennsylvania Water Resources Research Center and
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection invite you to submit an abstract to participate
in the 2010 Pennsylvania Water Symposium. The symposium will be held on May 6, 2010 at the Penn
Stater Conference Center in State College, PA. The symposium will showcase water resources research
and outreach being conducted by faculty, students, and professionals throughout Pennsylvania. This
year’s symposium theme is Groundwater and Surface Water – A Single Resource. The deadline for
abstract submissions is February 2, 2010. Authors will be notified of abstract acceptance by February 5,
2010. To submit a short abstract, visit the following link: agsci.psu.edu/pawaterabstract.
The Symposium theme: Groundwater and Surface Water – A Single Resource will provide a forum for
researchers, students, professionals and educators working in the fields of both surface water and
groundwater to exchange information and promote protection of water resources throughout the state.
Questions about the Pennsylvania Water Symposium can be directed to Bryan Swistock (brs@psu.edu) or
Stephanie Clemens (mwon@psu.edu).
Were you able to guess the image on Page 1? It shows mega-ripple marks
in near-vertical beds of the Antietam quartzite, Guilford Township, Franklin County.
You can view this image and others on the Pennsylvania Geological Survey’s
photo gallery website.
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The State Line Serpentinites
-- W. M. Leis. P.G.
In the southwest corners of Lancaster, Chester and Delaware Counties, along the Pennsylvania‐Maryland
border, lie the metamorphosed Precambrian remains of deep island arc volcanics. These rocks, called
serpentinites, are the contact metamorphic relics of Ordovician deformation (about 450 million years b.c.).
The state line serpentinites occupy a total of about 60 square miles of what have been called “Serpentine
Barrens.” These barrens are underlain by asbestos‐rich serpentines with very shallow soils. The soils,
sometimes only a few inches thick, provide the footing for low scrubby meadows and stunted pine hummock
climax vegetation. Sometimes the pines, just ten or less feet tall, can be several tens of decades old.

The Goat Hill serpentine barrens,
Chester County, PA

These serpentinites are called, from south to north, the “Chrome or
Fifth Street, Goat Hill, Nottingham and New Texas barrens.” They are
all protected by covenants through the Nature Conservancy, The
Chester County Parks Department, and, in one case, a private concern
that had protected one area from past minerals development. The
barrens are linked by trails and access paths (in Chester County, the
Nottingham Park occupies an area that used to be an important mine
during the late 1800’s). The organization called “Friends of the State
Line Serpentine Barrens” has taken on responsibilities for the care
and maintenance of these barrens in a natural state (a condition
which requires the use of periodic prescribed burnovers to prevent
invasive plants from establishing footholds).

The interest that these barrens present to PCPG members is threefold:
1. The serpentine rocks and the distinctive topography provide a forest and meadow biome that is very
similar to a prairie rather than typical Appalachian Piedmont forests. The meadows and scrub pines give
rise to strange assortments of unique plants that are not found within 500 to 1000 miles of the barrens.
These plants include unique and endangered orchids and worts.
2. The serpentine barrens still contain relics of chrome mines that were operated during the post‐Civil War
era. These rocks produced much of the chrome that was used in the production of paint pigments in the
Baltimore area and in the early manufacture of chrome steel. Many of these mines still remain, and pits
and mine dumps are sources of several unique minerals.
3. The subsurface of the serpentine barrens is composed of calcium and magnesium silicate rocks with
inclusions of nickel, chrome, and other heavies. The resulting soils and ground waters often contain
concentrations of these metals in concentrations higher than regulated limits. Several past projects of
“contamination” have been undertaken in this area, and the investigators found that the sources of the
chrome and nickel was not an industrial site, but was the serpentinite itself.
Not a spectacular view for visitors, the state line serpentine barrens provide a look into a biological
community that is wholly dependent upon soils and subsurface geology.
The picture included with this article was provided by the kind permission of Cindy Whitesel of the “Friends
of the State Line Serpentine Barrens Organization”.
For more information visit: www.statelineserpentinebarrens.org
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Matt Sullivan and Troy Conrad discussing the UECA Program.

Photographic Review of PCPG Annual Meeting – December 3, 2009
-- Richard Hazenstab, P.G.

Presidents Old and New Were in Attendance:
From L to R Presidents Rick Wardrop, Gary
Kribbs, Dave Farrington, Paul Nachlas, Michael
Knight, Layne Shultz, Jim LaRegina and Dick
Wright.

Changing of the Guard: 2008‐09 President
Dave Farrington passes the gavel to incoming
President Jim LaRegina.

Awards Presented: Charter Member Grover
H. Emrich presents PCPG Distinguished
Public Service Award to retired PA State
Representative Carole Rubley.

DEP Representatives Provided Updated
Information on Regulatory Changes: Jim
Shaw, DEP Chemist, spoke on proposed
changes to the Land Recycling Program
regulations (25 PA Code Chapter 250).
Have you been reading the PCPG Newsletters?
The first person to send an email that correctly identifies
the image in this grouping that does not belong will win
a prize from our Treasure Chest!
Send your email to: kkinkaid@libertyenviro.com
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Listening Attentively: Members listened as
DEP representatives spoke on proposed
regulations and regulatory changes.

PCPG Educational Offerings
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6)
In addition to the course offerings that PCPG is planning at venues across Pennsylvania, we are also
looking into opportunities to host on‐line distance learning webinars. Webinars are becoming an easy
and convenient means for busy professionals to participate in technical seminars. To that end, PCPG is
in the process of evaluating software solutions that will provide successful webinar events.
We hope to see you throughout the year at our programs, which are a key benefit of PCPG membership.
If you have any questions or suggestions, please feel free to email me at: joreilly@gesonline.com.

DEADLINE FOR 1st QUARTER 2010 NEWSLETTER IS FEBRUARY 20, 2010
For more information, contact our PCPG Newsletter Editor and Communications Committee Chairperson,
Kelly Lee Kinkaid, P.G., by E‐mail or by telephone at 610‐375‐9301.
2010 PCPG MEMBER
AD RATES

2010 PCPG NON-MEMBER
AD RATES

(Rates are listed as amount per issue)

(Rates are listed as amount per issue)

Size
1/2 Page
1/4 Page
Business Card (H or V)

Commitment:

1x
$225
$140
$75

4x
$150
$95
$50

Size
1/2 Page
1/4 Page
Business Card (H or V)

Commitment:

1x
$300
$185
$100

ADVERTISERS: Please remit payment to PCPG, 116 Forest Drive, Camp Hill, PA 17011
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Pennsylvania Council of Professional Geologists
116 Forest Drive
Camp Hill, PA 17011
www.pcpg.org

3 Please consider the environment before printing this newsletter.

4x
$240
$150
$80

